
Summer Assignment Part One: Poetry Analysis 

Welcome to AP Literature & Composition! I’m greatly looking forward to getting to know you 
this year through our conversations and your writing. For your summer assignment, please select 
five of the following ten poems in this packet to analyze. You should annotate with great detail, 
but maintain clarity. This is my first chance to read your thought process and it is important that 
your annotations are thoughtful and legible. You may write on the packet - in fact it is 
encouraged. However, you should write your comments on a separate page to maintain clarity 
and organization.  

Directions: Annotate a total of five poems to the best of your ability by considering the 
following concepts. 

 
Title: Annotate the title before and after you’ve read the poem. Please write “Before” and 
“After” for each title annotation so I can see the difference.  
 
Speaker: Who is the speaker in the poem? Are there multiple speakers? It is important to 
remember that the poet typically writes from the perspective of someone more specific. It is your 
job to identify who that person is. For example, sometimes the poem will explore racism, and the 
speaker is a person of color. Other times it may be more general and be from the perspective of a 
parent or senior citizen. Your task is to annotate evidence that helps you guess who the speaker 
might be. Remember the poet is not literally the speaker. Think figuratively.  
 
Diction: Annotate word choice that strikes you as unique or special. Does the poetry remind you 
of a certain demographic, language, gender, or time period? For example, throughout the US 
English can sound quite different from region to region. California, New York, and Texas all 
have varying accents and sometimes slang within the English language. Beyond differences 
within English, annotate your thoughts on why they used certain words specifically versus 
others. What is their intention and purpose for using that word which sticks out to you?  
 
Figurative Language: On the following page, I’ve provided a list of a few basic literary terms 
and devices along with their definitions. Please search for them in the poems. Not every poem 
will have every term or device. So if you only find a few that is okay! But label them when you 
find them and elaborate on what you think they mean. 
 
Main idea: After you have annotated for everything above, please articulate what you think the 
poem’s overall main idea is about. You don’t need to be correct, but you do need to have 
evidence that backs up your claim.  



 
  
Rubric: Your summer work will be graded not on finding the “right” answer, but rather the 
quality and thoughtfulness of your annotations as described above. Describe what you think the 
main idea is for each poem and use your annotations to support your claim as evidence. 
 
 
Literary Terms & Devices 
 
Metaphor: a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or action to 
which it is not literally applicable.  
 
Example: Tom’s Eyes were ice as he stared at her. 
 
Simile: A figure of speech involving the comparison of one thing with another thing of a 
different kind, used to make a description more emphatic or vivid. 
 
Example: Tom was as brave as a lion. 
 
Imagery: Visually descriptive or figurative language, especially in a literary work. Oftentimes 
the five senses (taste, touch, smell, sight, hearing) can all give the reader a greater sense of the 
overall imagery. You may want to consider textures, sounds, colors, etc.  
 
Example: Taste: The familiar tang of his grandmother's cranberry sauce reminded him of his 
youth. 
 
Symbol: a thing that represents or stands for something else, especially a material object 
representing something abstract. 
 
Example: His limousine was a symbol of his wealth and social status. 
 
Alliteration: The repetition of the same initial consonants of words or of stressed syllables in 
any sequence of neighboring words 

Example: American Airlines. (Other examples: “Best-Buy” “Coca-Cola”) 



 

Resources 
● https://literarydevices.net/ 
● https://www.poetryfoundation.org/ 
● Emailing Mr. Millwee for help over the summer. 

(dmillwee@jeffersonunion.net) 
 
Poem Annotation Example:  
 
America 
By Claude McKay 
Although she feeds me bread of bitterness, 
And sinks into my throat her tiger’s tooth, 
Stealing my breath of life, I will confess 
I love this cultured hell that tests my youth. 
Her vigor flows like tides into my blood, 
Giving me strength erect against her hate, 
Her bigness sweeps my being like a flood. 
Yet, as a rebel fronts a king in state, 
I stand within her walls with not a shred 
Of terror, malice, not a word of jeer. 
Darkly I gaze into the days ahead, 
And see her might and granite wonders there, 
Beneath the touch of Time’s unerring hand, 
Like priceless treasures sinking in the sand. 
 

Title: 
Before I read the poem, I assumed the title referred to the setting of the poem. 
After I read the poem, I realized that the woman who is frequently referenced is actually 
“America.”  

 
Metaphor: There are several metaphors throughout the poem, but as an example, I’d like to 
point out the second line of the poem. “And sinks into my throat her tiger’s tooth” can be best 
understood as figurative language; moreover, this is a metaphor. The female in this poem is not a 
tiger but is described to have a tiger’s tooth to illustrate the power and violence of a tiger. One 
can infer that the speaker of this poem feels attacked by this recurring female who is a symbol of 
America.  

https://literarydevices.net/
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Simile: In the seventh line of the poem, we read “Her vigor flows like tides into my blood.” We 
know that these aren’t literal tides, but rather the vigor being described is emotionally 
comparable. Seeing the word “like” to make that comparison indicates that this is a simile. 
Another example of simile occurs in the ninth line of the poem when the poet writes “Her 
bigness sweeps my being like a flood.” It indicates the volume of that “bigness” can create a 
sense of powerlessness in the speaker, feeling swept up, lost, and without control.  

 
Imagery: There are several examples of imagery within this poem, but let’s focus on the 
opening line. Typically, opening and closing lines will help you make a great deal of sense out of 
poetry and prose. And this poem starts with the speaker being fed bread of bitterness. This 
informs the speaker’s outlook, but also the direction in which the poem will continue to go. 
There is a bitter taste in the speaker’s mouth and what follows are additional reasons that 
someone might become even more bitter. But what’s important to note is that we get imagery 
that is unpleasant, negative, and at times dark as evidenced in the eleventh line which states the 
speaker “Darkly” gazes towards the future. It provides more imagery that lines up with the 
opening line.  

 
Symbol: If you look closely at the first four lines of the poem, you’ll realize that it is actually 
only one sentence. And while it begins with speaking about a female, we see the speaker reveal 
that “she” and “her” are actually a symbol for America. This is especially evident in line four: “I 
love this cultured hell that tests my youth.” She/Her is actually a symbol for the culture in which 
the speaker experiences as hell. This culture is symbolized as a woman in order to portray the 
idea of the speaker’s relationship with America. As the poem goes on we see flaws in the 
relationship and downright abuse. But we also see the poem end on a note of positivity and hope. 
In the same way that people can go through difficult moments in their relationships, they hold on 
to the notion that things can be better in the future. This is what the poem is aiming to explore by 
examining America, symbolized as a woman, in which the speaker is entangled with. 

 
Speaker: The speaker of the poem is marginalized and is in a complicated, toxic relationship 
with the United States. One could argue it takes on the tone of a romantic relationship whereas 
others might say it is more of a maternal one but in either scenario, the speaker is on the 
receiving end of unfair, harsh treatment. One could imagine a person of color as the speaker of 
the poem trying to navigate America’s racist culture in which they live.  

 
Diction: The diction is often bleak, unjust, and negative throughout key aspects of the poem 
whereas other parts feel intentionally positive. For example, the poem starts with “bitterness” 
and imagery that depicts the speaker’s throat being violently punctured. But by the fourth line, 
the speaker declares that they “love” this cultured hell. Love is a powerful word, and the use of it 



here is not ironic. For many people, love means taking the bad with the good in a relationship 
and that is exactly what this poem aims to do with analyzing America. Another example of this is 
the last four lines of the poem where the speaker darkly gazes ahead but sees America’s might 
and wonders in the future. The poet employs this diction to show that there is hope for America, 
but it will take alongside critiquing the parts that are unfair and violent. 

 
 

 
Main Idea: As aforementioned above in my brief annotations, I would argue that Claude 
McKay’s America is about a marginalized member of American Society trying to navigate 
America, but faces unfair and often violent challenges along the way. Through the symbol of a 
woman, we come to understand that the speaker is intertwined with America in a way that is 
largely dependent. She feeds the speaker bread, yet it is bitter. And the speaker feels lost trying 
to navigate her bigness as if America is a flood overpowering him. The poet himself was actually 
a  Jamaican immigrant who moved to New York City. But the reader doesn’t get direct examples 
that speak to his status as an immigrant or Jamaican origin. So the speaker, I think, is not the poet 
himself, but rather anyone who has been marginalized in a way similar to the poet’s experiences. 
While African American, Latinx, Asian-American, or immigrant experiences differ between 
people and cultures, there is overlap in respects to being treated unfairly based on the color of 
your skin or how you speak within the larger context of America that has historically benefited 
white members of society over people of color.  
 
This poem is about the struggle of a marginalized individual who is met with violence and unfair 
treatment, but it is also a poem about potential and hope. As the poem advances and we see 
further examples of injustice, we also see the speaker looking ahead towards the future of 
America. The message is clear: There are “mights and wonders’ that exist in the days ahead, but 
it will take time to reach them. The poem isn’t merely a condemnation of America, but rather it 
is calling on the reader to realize how much better America can be if we work towards a fairer 
and more equal world.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Breakage  
By Mary Oliver 
 
I go down to the edge of the sea.  
How everything shines in the morning light! 
The cusp of the whelk, 
the broken cupboard of the clam, 
the opened, blue mussels, 
moon snails, pale pink and barnacle scarred— 
and nothing at all whole or shut, but tattered, split, 
dropped by the gulls onto the gray rocks and all the moisture gone. 
It's like a schoolhouse 
of little words, 
thousands of words. 
First, you figure out what each one means by itself, 
the jingle, the periwinkle, the scallop 
 full of moonlight. 
Then you begin, slowly, to read the whole story 
 

 
 
The Rose That Grew From Concrete 

By Tupac Shakur 
 
Did you hear about the rose that grew 
from a crack in the concrete? 
Proving nature's law is wrong it 
learned to walk without having feet. 
Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams, 
it learned to breathe fresh air. 
Long live the rose that grew from concrete 
when no one else ever cared. 
 

 
 

 

https://allpoetry.com/The-Rose-That-Grew-From-Concrete


The giver (for Berdis) BY JAMES BALDWIN 

If the hope of giving 
is to love the living, 
the giver risks madness 
in the act of giving. 
Some such lesson I seemed to see 
in the faces that surrounded me. 
Needy and blind, unhopeful, unlifted, 
what gift would give them the gift to be gifted? 
          The giver is no less adrift 
          than those who are clamouring for the gift. 
If they cannot claim it, if it is not there, 
if their empty fingers beat the empty air 
and the giver goes down on his knees in prayer 
knows that all of his giving has been for naught 
and that nothing was ever what he thought 
and turns in his guilty bed to stare 
at the starving multitudes standing there 
and rises from bed to curse at heaven, 
he must yet understand that to whom much is given 
much will be taken, and justly so: 
I cannot tell how much I owe. 
 

 
 

Happiness and Happenstance Share the Same Root  

by Mari L’esperance  
 
Trees know the meaning of happenstance. 
So does the sea and all that lives in her. 
As a girl swimming in a pond buzzing 
with horseflies, I felt a cool current 
slide over me, then pass on. This 
was the lesson, though I did not know it then. 
The harbor is not our permanent home. 
Think of love and its stages: rapture, 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/james-baldwin


the wound, then the final parting. 
Knowing from the start how it will end. 
We breathe into our cupped hands, hoping 
to keep it alive as long as we can. 
Among shouts of laughter the carousel 
slows its tune, then falls still, and a child 
returns from that world to this. 
 

 
 

The Impossible Replication of Desire  

BY LEE HERRICK 
 
How much delight before we collapse 
How much earth in the lungs 
How much wine 
 
When we want more 
When the weeds sprawl 
It is not what you think 
 
Think how fast some landscapes change 
the lover, the gardener's grand idea, 
the failing Maple 
 
the boat about to capsize 
the correction 
the hand's reflection 
 
the impossible replication of weight 
versus time 
how it will never mean what you want 
 

 
 



Aquí 

BY CARMEN TAFOLLA 
 
He wanders through the crooked streets 
that mimic river beds Before 
and breathes the anxious air in traffic 
filled with tension left from wooded crossroads in attack 
He shops the windows, happy, 
where the stalking once was good 
and his kitchen floor is built on bones 
of venison once gently roasted. 
 
"It's a good place for a party!" he concurs 
to friends now dressed in jeans. 
 
The ground was already beaten smooth 
and festive by the joy of ancient dances. 
 
He feels the warmth, 
and doesn't know his soul is filled 
with the spirit of coyotes past. 
 

 
 

Happiness by Raymond Carver 

 
So early it’s still almost dark out. 
I’m near the window with coffee, 
and the usual early morning stuff 
that passes for thought. 
When I see the boy and his friend 
walking up the road 
to deliver the newspaper. 
They wear caps and sweaters, 
and one boy has a bag over his shoulder. 
They are so happy 



they aren’t saying anything, these boys. 
I think if they could, they would take 
each other’s arm. 
It’s early in the morning, 
and they are doing this thing together. 
They come on, slowly. 
The sky is taking on light, 
though the moon still hangs pale over the water. 
Such beauty that for a minute 
death and ambition, even love, 
doesn’t enter into this. 
Happiness. It comes on 
unexpectedly. And goes beyond, really, 
any early morning talk about it. 
 
 
 

 

An Irish Airman foresees his Death 

BY WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS 
I know that I shall meet my fate 
Somewhere among the clouds above; 
Those that I fight I do not hate, 
Those that I guard I do not love; 
My country is Kiltartan Cross, 
My countrymen Kiltartan’s poor, 
No likely end could bring them loss 
Or leave them happier than before. 
Nor law, nor duty bade me fight, 
Nor public men, nor cheering crowds, 
A lonely impulse of delight 
Drove to this tumult in the clouds; 
I balanced all, brought all to mind, 
The years to come seemed waste of breath, 
A waste of breath the years behind 
In balance with this life, this death. 
 

 



There Are Birds Here 

BY JAMAAL MAY 
 

For Detroit 
 
There are birds here, 
so many birds here 
is what I was trying to say 
when they said those birds were metaphors 
for what is trapped 
between buildings 
and buildings. No. 
The birds are here 
to root around for bread 
the girl’s hands tear 
and toss like confetti. No, 
I don’t mean the bread is torn like cotton, 
I said confetti, and no 
not the confetti 
a tank can make of a building. 
I mean the confetti 
a boy can’t stop smiling about 
and no his smile isn’t much 
like a skeleton at all. And no 
his neighborhood is not like a war zone. 
I am trying to say 
his neighborhood 
is as tattered and feathered 
as anything else, 
as shadow pierced by sun 
and light parted 
by shadow-dance as anything else, 
but they won’t stop saying 
how lovely the ruins, 
how ruined the lovely 
children must be in that birdless city. 
 
 



 
For Julia, In the Deep Water by John N. Morris 
 
The instructor we hire 
because she does not love you 
Leads you into the deep water, 
The deep end 
Where the water is darker— 
Her open, encouraging arms 
That never get nearer 
Are merciless for your sake. 
 
You will dream this water always 
Where nothing draws nearer, 
Wasting your valuable breath 
You will scream for your mother— 
Only your mother is drowning 
Forever in the thin air 
Down at the deep end. 
She is doing nothing, 
She never did anything harder. 
And I am beside her. 
 
I am beside her in this imagination. 
We are waiting 
Where the water is darker. 
You are over your head, 
Screaming, you are learning 
Your way toward us, 
You are learning how 
In the helpless water 
It is with our skill 
We live in what kills us. 


